
 

 

FAIRLINGTON GLEN SUMMARY OF AUDIT OF CALENDAR YEAR 2015 

 – Maynard H. Dixon, Treasurer 

 The audit of 2015, prepared by Goldklang Group (Goldklang), our audit and tax consultant, has 

been completed, and its public portion will soon be published on the Glen’s website.  

 I am continuing to report and to comment on the audit in considerably more detail than was done 

in years before 2012.  The operating details appear in the spreadsheet below.  The simpler 

revenue/expense comparison tables presented to owners in prior years omitted the details of Glen 

operations and were difficult to audit.  If you need more information or explanation, you can reach me 

via the Contact List at the back of the Glen’s newsletters. 

 As explained in greater detail below, the Glen increased its net worth in 2015.  The increase in 

our net worth was held back by high operating expenses that caused a decrease in one component of our 

net worth – our cash (non-replacement reserve) equity.  The decrease in this component is reflected in 

our 2015 deficit of ($22,345), in comparison to the surplus of $28,319 in 2014 and the surplus of 

$48,466 in 2013.  On the other hand, our addition to replacement reserves exceeded depreciation, and 

this brought the Glen closer to full funding of its reserves (reserves = accrued depreciation).   

Operating Expenditures 

 In 2015, our total operating expenses were $916,575, which were: (a) $20,886 more than our 

budgeted operating expenses of $895,689; and (b) $65,878 more than the $850,697 spent in 2014.  Here 

are some highlights: 

 ● The Glen’s Account 71010 water/sewer expenditure of 173,987 was $3,968 less than the 

$177,955 spent in 2014 and $35,158 under the budgeted $209,145.  In recent years, unexpected declines 

in this expense have been offsetting increases in other expenses.  The steady declines in this expense are 

beginning to taper off.  As this happens, this account will no longer provide a large cushion to offset 

unexpected over-budget expenditures in other accounts. 

 ● Account 61025 Painting and Decorating [Related Carpentry] expense in 2015 was $71,903, in 

comparison to the budgeted $72,500 and the $52,215 spent in 2014.  The increase from 2014 was due to: 

(1) the increase in the number of units involved in the 2015 maintenance cycle (from 73 to 91) and our 

greater emphasis on this category of maintenance.  The Glen is now experiencing the substantial benefits 

of a rotten wood replacement program that began in 2009, which has been slowing per-unit expenditures 

for carpentry.  In the future, we will be gradually replacing wood with PVC, as Fairlington Arbor has 

been doing, and this will further restrain this expense.       

 ● Total Administrative Expense ($139,282) substantially exceeded the budgeted total ($131,123) 

and the total spent in 2014 ($128,912).  The biggest culprit was our Account 51106 Professional Fees 

balance of $30,866, which exceeded our budgeted $15,800.  These fees are paid to our engineering 

consultant to handle roof, sewer, drain, water line, masonry, and parking lot replacement.  Due to needed 

reserve expenditures and repairs in our aging community, this expense is likely to remain at high levels 

for the next few years, so we can expect to see increases in future budgets for this item.   

 ● Our 2015 total payroll-related expense of $127,010 exceeded our budgeted $121,394 and the 

$119,319 spent in 2014.  Part of the overage was due to an increase in our employee health insurance 
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expense rom $17,856 to $19,642. 

 Our Account 61420 Maintenance Payroll expense of $89,744 exceeded our budgeted $85,219 

and the $84,032 spent in 2014.  The good news, however, is that the Glen is going to recover $2,966 of 

this expense plus an additional $192 charged to other payroll-related accounts, from Cardinal 

Management in 2016.  After investigating how a routine-payment account like this could have gone so 

far over budget, I discovered that Cardinal Management had overpaid our employees in 2015, increasing 

their pay by 5%, rather than the approved 1.5%.  Our employees were not at fault in this situation, so we 

did not ask them to give back any of their wages.  At our April 2016 Board meeting, Cardinal readily 

and apologetically admitted its fault and agreed to refund the Glen for its loss.     

 ● We went way over budget for Accounts 61200 Property Repairs and 61460 Roof Repairs.  

Among the culprits were sewer and water line repairs and extensive repair of chimney screens.  Last 

year’s unexpectedly large increase is not likely to recur soon, but the upward trend in these expenses is 

going to put pressure on our budget as our community ages. 

● Account 61370 Damage Claims has been difficult to budget over the years.  This account is 

used to record: (1) Glen claims against insurance companies and reimbursements for such claims; (2) 

Glen claims against residents; and (3) amounts paid to reimburse residents for damage for which the 

Glen is responsible under the Bylaws, such as damage resulting from defects in the common elements.   

At the end of 2015, the balance in this account was $13,323, in comparison to the $0.00 budgeted in 

2015 and the $7,785 balance at the end of 2014. 

In recent years, the balances in this account have grown as the Glen has taken greater care to see 

that it is used for purposes (2) and (3), above, rather than only for purpose (1), which involves 

unpredictable events and sometimes carry-over effects from prior years.  We have been especially 

diligent to avoid improperly recording expenditures to reimburse owners to accounts used to record 

repairs to Glen-owned property.  Because these changes render positive balances in this account 

increasingly likely, we should cease budgeting this account at $0.00 as we did in 2015 and 2016. 

Revenues 

 On the income side of our budget, what stands out is the interest earned on Glen reserves 

(Account 30270).  In 2015, the Glen earned $5,867, in comparison to the $3,882 earned in 2014 and the 

$7,053 earned in 2013.  There are opposing forces at work.  The Glen’s reserves continue to grow.  But 

the effect of their growth is being counterbalanced by decreasing interest rates, which, in turn, are due to 

the Federal Reserve Board’s policy of keeping interest rates low in order to stimulate the economy.  We 

try to err on the low side in budgeting this item because interest rates are difficult to predict and we 

should not rely on an unstable source of income to balance our budget.  Note:  the Glen does not invest 

its reserve funds in riskier assets that are currently earning greater returns. 

Reserve Contributions 

 The Glen contributed $604,475 (includes interest on reserves) to replacement reserves in 2015. 

This exceeded the $318,880 in depreciation that our 2013 reserve study (posted on our web site) 

estimated would occur in 2015.1  This reduced the funding deficit inherited from prior decades and 

                                                
1 Annual depreciation takes place independently of actual reserve expenditures because our assets wear out each year even 

when we are not spending money to replace them. 
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brought us closer to full funding of our reserves (reserves = accrued depreciation).  For discussion of the 

many benefits of fully funded reserves, see the article on the budget in the August 2015 Glen Echo. 

   The Glen also contributed $3,600 to its contingency reserve.  Our contingency reserve is a self-

insurance mechanism protecting us from unanticipated, unbudgeted developments such as storm 

damage.  Because of our surprise deficit in 2015, which should be charged to our contingency reserve, 

we may seek to recharge this reserve in our 2017 budget.  

Balance Sheet 

  In 2015, we expended $402,525 from reserves, in comparison to the $547,843 expended in 2014.  

Despite these expenditures and our operating loss, our contributions to reserves were large enough for us 

to end 2015 with an increase in the Glen’s Total Members’ Equity [Replacement Reserve + Contingency 

Reserve + Unappropriated Members’ Equity (other cash funds)] of $183,204 = $2,127,586 (2015) - 

$1,944,382 (2014), in comparison to 2014 equity increase of $79,968.   

 

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT 2014 2015 2015 

ACCOUNT NAME 

Audited 

Balance Budget 

Audited 

Balance 

     

 INCOME    

30100 Assessment Income 1,466,412.00  1,495,767 1,494,708.00  

30270 Interest 3,882.37  5,500 5,867.35  

30290 Bad Debt Recovery 6,187.00  0 0.00  

30171 Late Fees 1,650.00  1,980 1,300.00  

30190 Pool Income 375.00  150 430.00  

30260 Misc. Income 0.00  0 0.00  

 Total Income 1,478,506.37  1,503,397 1,502,305.35  

     

 ADMINISTRATIVE    

51020 Postage 0.00  476 0.00  

51030 Office Expense 2,032.86  1,316 1,295.94  

51031 Copying/Printing 2,095.30  722 674.03  

51050 Training & Education 1,098.00  0 0.00  

51500 Misc. Expense 580.37  4,819 3,249.89  

51250 

Entertainment & 

Social [Use 51258 for 

Pool Committee]  5 72.14  

51550 Misc. Administrative 10,876.40  4,662 8,989.17  

51110 
Auditing, Taxes, and 

Accounting 6,600.00  6,450 6,700.00  

51090 Legal Fees 17,684.70  14,150 11,939.75  
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51092 
Legal Fee 

Reimbursement (10,722.10) (2,000) (1,668.25) 

51120 Management Fee 72,000.00  80,727 74,016.00  

51106 Professional Fees 22,756.71  15,800 30,866.00  

51000 Telephone & Related 3,910.10  3,996 3,147.05  

 Total Administrative 128,912.34  131,123 139,281.72  

     

71050 INSURANCE 70,299.02  73,480 70,192.87  

     

 PAYROLL    

61301 Fed. FICA Tax 5,210.06  5,482 5,584.28  

61308 Fed. Medicare Tax 1,218.41  1,282 1,278.84  

61302 
VA Unemployment 

Tax 83.20  131 75.34  

61303 
Fed. Unemployment 

Tax 84.00  103 84.01  

71070 Group Insurance 17,856.48  20,920 19,641.84  

61420 Maintenance Payroll 84,032.37  85,219 89,743.92  

61431 Temporary Help 5,860.00  3,200 4,305.57  

61300 
Payroll 

Administration 4,974.46  5,057 6,296.28  

 Total Payroll 119,318.98  121,394 127,010.08  

     

 UTILITIES    

71030 Electricity 10,124.38  9,300 10,395.86  

71010 Water/Sewer 177,955.00  209,145 173,987.47  

 Total Utilities 188,079.38  218,445 184,383.33  

     

 POOL COMPLEX    

61150 Pool Contract 44,211.00  41,000 38,000.00  

61145 
Pool Repair and 

Maint. 11,475.43  6,500 16,245.05  

61156 Pool Furniture 0.00  1,500 0.00  

51258 Pool Committee 2,126.67  1,850 2,337.39  

 Total Pool Complex 57,813.10  50,850 56,582.44  

     

 LANDSCAPING    

61180 
Grounds Maint. 

Contract 70,202.76  70,203 70,202.76  

61188 Tree Service 13,875.50  23,000 7,332.70  

61560 
Landscape 

Improvements 27,122.03  19,000 40,740.71  
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     Sub-Total Non-

Contract (61188, 

61560) 40,997.53  42,000 48,073.41 

 Total Landscaping 111,200.29  112,203 118,276.17  

     

 
REPAIRS & 

MAINTENANCE    

61025 
Painting and 

Decorating 52,215.00  72,500 71,903.00  

61310 Exterior Painting    

61284 Carpentry    

61200 Property Repairs 17,700.80  18,000 40,392.11  

61460 Roof Repairs 0.00  7,000 12,759.26  

61010 Vehicle Expenses 1,091.63  848 1,832.02  

61247 
Playground 

Equipment 574.03  1,500 0.00  

61370 Damage Claims 7,785.05  0 13,323.09  

 
Total Repairs & 

Maintenance 79,366.51  99,848 140,209.48  

     

 
SERVICE 

CONTRACTS    

61240 Exterminator 5,254.00  3,917 3,575.50  

61360 Uniforms 170.57  350 0.00  

61581 Snow Removal 19,326.62  7,720 9,960.00  

61250 Trash Removal 66,207.53  67,588 66,813.96  

 Total Contracts 90,958.72  79,575 80,349.46  

     

50400 
BAD DEBTS 

EXPENSE 4,748.71  5,600 42.57  

     

 
INCOME TAX 

ACCOUNTS    

71140 Income Taxes 0.00  3,171 247.00  

95000 
Provision for Income 

Taxes    

     

     

 TOTAL EXPENSES 850,697.05  895,689 916,575.12  

     

 
RESERVE 

CONTRIBUTIONS    
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90000 Replacement Reserve 588,408.00  598,608 598,608.00  

90005 
Replacement Reserve 

Interest 3,882.37  5,500 5,867.35  

 
Contingency Reserve 

Accounts Used    

90032 
--Transfer to Reserves 

Phase II    

90061 
--Contingency 

Reserve 7,200.00  3,600 3,600.00  

 
Total Reserve 

Contributions 599,490.37  607,708 608,075.35  

     

 
GRAND TOTAL 

EXPENSES 1,450,187.42  1,503,397 1,524,650.47  

     

 
SURPLUS 

(DEFICIT) 28,318.95  0 (22,345.12) 

 

 

 

 


